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ABSTRACT

Yoga is that the preferred complementary health approach practiced by adults within the  us. It's associate ancient 
mind and body observe with origins in Indian philosophy. Yoga combines physical postures, measured respiration 
and musing exercise to supply the practitioners a singular holistic mind-body expertise. Some square measure 
significantly galvanized by the non- secular part that yoga provides; others by the raised Fitness and adaptability 
that it leads to. Some individuals notice solutions to stricken by varied Health Disorders associated there square 
measure others United Nations agency accomplish an all-around Development of a peaceful, stress-free mind and 
a work body
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INTRODUCTION

Yoga and writing 2 distinct sciences however share identical Vedic 
roots. each the observe of yoga and writing go hand in hand as 
they each stem from identical Vedic system of health that has been 
originated thousands of years. Born from identical Vedic scriptures 
they need identical underlying principles and belief that ends up 
in holistic well-being of the individual. whereas yoga deals with the 
harmonizing of mind, body and soul whereas writing takes care 
of the person’s each physical and mental well-being through the 
suggests that of diet and fashion changes.

As already declared each writing and yoga originated in Republic of 
India, however over that they conjointly each stem from identical 
system of Vedic data that dates back thousands of years. Born of 
identical ancient scriptures, it's to be expected that the 2 practices 
can have a lot of in common, with the underlying principles and 
belief system behind them being identical. Sure yoga poses square 
measure thought to impact the various doshas still as aid digestion 
that is a crucial a part of writing, in the meantime sure writing 
treatments like heat oil massages build it easier to perform sure 
yoga poses. Whereas each techniques alone promise nice results, 
once the 2 square measure combined the sense of well-being {you 
can|you'll|you may} feel will improve even a lot of.

That’s why varied yoga retreats in Rishikesh featured several 
programs that paired yoga and writing along as a result of they 
share identical principles of being in adjust with people bodies and 
alternative natural things to market healing. Each the  discipline 
of yoga and writing once mix facilitate in activity varied body 
disorders and conjointly facilitate in rejuvenating your body. Thus 

if we tend to integrate the ayurvedic principles along with your yoga 
observe. the final word goal of each yoga and writing is to assist you 
in changing into your healthier and balanced version of yourself. 
You're healthy once your mind, body and soul square measure in 
unison and you're in good harmony along with your atmosphere 
and also the observe of yoga and writing assist you to realize that. 
The sure observe of writing is abhyanga to urge eliminate body 
toxins and relax your muscles before your yoga observe and build 
them easier to observe. Thus combining each the discipline can 
enhance your sense of well-being to a different level.

CONCLUSION 

A 2013 study conducted by researchers at the University of 
Western Australia compared 2 varieties of repetitive negative 
thinking, worry and ruminating, in participants with anxiety and/
or depression process that moves back and forth between nature 
and culture.”

Considering the existential facets of this illness (emotional, 
sociopolitical, and psychological) will put the psychiatrist to the 
test in terms of developing long-term recovery strategies that not 
only alleviate the patient's symptoms but also provide sense to their 
daily lives. The health and medical professionals are continually 
using a holistic approach for mind-body well-being in the twenty-
first century. The World Health Organization (WHO) described 
health in 2001 as "a state of full physical, emotional, and social well-
being, rather than just the absence of illness or infirmity." Medical 
qigong is being carefully watched and it can also improve fitness. 
There are many common alternative therapies that have been used 
for the prevention and cure of disease. It has been shown that auto-
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modulation of the mind-body bond will increase our activity level. 
Qi is a word used in Chinese culture to describe a kind of essential 
energy. “The word qigong is commonly used to describe what the 
Chinese call qi rituals, which nurture the qi by gradual gestures, 

breathing exercises, and meditative visualisations,” writes Kerr. A 
population of about 70 million Chinese participates in frequent 
qigong activities due to its well-known health benefits, and there 
are about 70 million practitioners worldwide.


